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A Guide to Choosing a Revenue Boosting 
Microsoft Indirect Cloud Solution Provider

Think Once. 
Think Twice. 
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It's been awhile since it was in vogue to 
talk about "big data." Today we hear more 
about artificial intelligence, the Internet of 
Things, and robotic automation. But here's 
the thing - data has not gone away. In 
fact, there is more of it than ever, and new 
technologies are both generating more 
data, and relying on data to function.

Here’s another thing - Microsoft is 
leading the way in building business 
applications that can collect and join 
data from a plethora of inputs and 
then transform that information into 
something valuable for the end user. 
Historically, applications were essentially 
data repositories – businesses got out 
what they put in. But today, there is a 
complete and total transformation of 
what business applications can do. Instead 
of a static report of recalled items, the 
applications can provide a warning that 
a manufacturing component about to be 
used is defective. Or a service engineer 
could make a proactive call to a customer 
alerting them that there is an issue with 
their equipment. 



The Microsoft Cloud Momentum
The Microsoft Azure Cloud serves as 
the strategic foundation that allows 
organizations to turn all this data into 
insights and action. With the world’s 
largest footprint of data center capacity, 
Azure has the space needed to collect 
and distribute data that fuels the 
transformation of business. 

Building on the Azure cloud, Microsoft 
offers its Power Platform, which allows 

anyone, not just professional developers, 
or data scientists, to create applications 
and business processes. Then on top of 
that, they offer both Microsoft 365 and 
Dynamics 365 to drive productivity and 
manage businesses, from end-to-end. 
With these components wrapped in 
one management interface, Microsoft is 
able to offer a comprehensive Cloud for 
digital transformation.

Microsoft Cloud

Identify, security, management and compliance
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As Microsoft continues to 
bring the latest innovations 
to market, Microsoft partners 
must also evolve strategies to 
cultivate a good, solid recurring 
revenue pipeline. 

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella recently 
explained why the cloud is so important to 
partners. “For every one dollar our cloud 
generates in revenue in the local region, 
our local partner ecosystem generates as 
much as nine additional dollars,” Nadella 
said. ”Ultimately, Microsoft’s intertwining 
technology focus areas offer a tremendous 
opportunity for our partners—because I 
think the architectural coherence of our tech 
stack and our solution areas make us so 
much more relevant as an ecosystem to our 
customers,” Nadella noted in his Microsoft 
Inspire 2020 keynote.
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Do you have strategies in place to capitalize on the momentum 
Microsoft is creating?

Are you ready to provide your customers with an end-to-end 
solution built on the Microsoft Cloud?

If you answered “yes” to these questions, skip to the end, because we would still love to talk 
with you about Stratos Cloud Alliance.

But if you answered “no,” then read on for some strategies on how you can boost 
revenue with Microsoft’s CSP Indirect Reseller program when you partner with the right 
Indirect Provider. 



Think Once: The Revenue Boosting Benefits of the 
Microsoft CSP Indirect Reseller Program
Whether you are new to the Microsoft 
CSP program, are an Indirect Reseller 
already engaged in the program, or 
are a Direct CSP evaluating a shift to 
the indirect model, the rapidly growing 
demand for cloud-based solutions and 
services provides a wealth of opportunity 
to boost your revenue. The CSP Indirect 
Reseller program helps you expand your 
offer portfolio, which also increases the 
value you provide customers. Added 
value fuels customers’ consumption of 
your offers, which in turn, boosts your 
monthly recurring revenue (MRR).

Let’s recap the revenue boosting benefits 
of the program:

Helps You Keep Pace with 
Changing Technology

It sounds like common sense, but it is 
not always easy to evolve with the pace 
of change and transformation. We’ve all 
experienced the effects of a major shift in 
the market, and we’ve also seen that those 
who couldn’t adapt have been left behind. 
While not all changes are seismic, being 
able to adapt and innovate quickly are 
vital to growing revenue, and it is critical 
to be able to deliver and implement the 
most relevant technologies for customers.

According to IDC, over the next five years, 
IT spending is expected to grow 5.7%, 
and even greater growth is anticipated 
from modern cloud technologies such 
as big data, internet of things (IoT) and 
artificial intelligence (AI), with double-digit 
increases projected across the board.¹ 

IT Spending 2018-2023 Overall CARG 5.7%

Source: IDC Worldwide Black Book; 3rd Platform Edition, May 2020
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1 https://blogs.partner.microsoft.com/mpn/unlocking-the-opportunities-of-digital-transformation/
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Participating in the Microsoft CSP Indirect 
program is a fast and easy way for you to 
meet the growing demand for cloud-based 
solutions. As an indirect reseller, you work 
with an Indirect Provider, not Microsoft, 
and you can rely on your provider’s 
infrastructure for things such as billing, 
provisioning, and whatever else their 
partner program provides. Each Indirect 
CSP Provider’s partner program is different. 
Which is why selecting the right Indirect 
Provider – one that offers the programs, 
enablement, support, and services to best 
your business goals and objectives, is key.

Provides Ongoing Value and a 
Recurring Revenue Stream

While there are many tactics to build 
recurring revenue, there is only one 
strategy: Keep customers coming back 
for more. More solutions. More services. 
More subscriptions. Imagine if you can 
move customers from that once-a-year 
maintenance model to business that 
you can count on every month with 
subscription-based services.

Joining the Indirect CSP program is the 
perfect way to create on-going value to 
your existing customer base by taking 
an active lead in migrating them to the 
cloud. You can secure your relationships 
by transitioning from vendor to trusted 
advisor and reap the benefits of the 
recurring revenue model. 

Gives You a Low-Risk Way to 
Expand Your Offerings

Not every reseller has the capability, or 
perhaps even the desire, to invest in the 
innovation needed to keep pace. When you 
participate in the Indirect CSP program, 
a growth strategy is to select a provider 
who can help you add solutions to your 
portfolio without you having to go through 
rigorous evaluations and certifications. 
Access to the right Indirect Provider’s 
partner programs, tools, partner services, 
and resources ensures you have the right 
mix in your arsenal to keep pace with 
today’s needs while also getting ready to 
serve the future needs of your customers. 

Build Your Recurring Revenue Stream

Revenue 
Stream Service Service 

Description Qty Per user 
MRR

Partner 
Project Revenue

Partner 
Monthly Recurring 

Revenue

Partner 
Annual Recurring 

Revenue

Partner 
Profit

Discovery D365 CRM Readiness 
Assessment

Determine fit for 
customer 

1 $950 $143

Implementation D365 Sales Essentials Remote 
Implementation

1 $14,995 $2,249

Services D365 CRM Managed 
Services

Unlimited Support 10 100 $1,000 $12,000 $1,800

Licenses D365 Sales Licenses Microsoft 
Subscription 

10 95 $950 $11,400 $2,052

Totals for your 1st

D365 CRM Project
1 $15,945 $1,950 $23,400 $6,244

Totals for 3 D365 
CRM Projects

3 $47,835 $5,850 $70,200 $18,731

Totals for 5 D365 CRM Projects 5 $79,725 $9,750 $117,000 $31,219

Dynamics 365 CRM Partner Revenue Opportunity - EXAMPLE

Example: 10 user CRM Opportunity



Think Twice. Choose a CSP Indirect Provider that Can 
Boost Your Revenue Growth
One of the biggest advantages of the 
Indirect CSP program is how it opens 
opportunities in markets or industries you 
never thought possible. But beware, not 
all Indirect Providers are created equal. 
You want to find a provider that is guided 
by agile and nimble strategies. One that is 
engaged beyond the basics. And one that 
continues to invest and innovate to help 
drive your success. 

Here’s what to look for in a CSP Indirect 
Provider, so you can boost opportunities for 
revenue even more:

(At the end of this eBook, see our checklist of the 
features to look for when you are choosing a Microsoft 
CSP Indirect Provider.)

A Comprehensive Solution Set for 
Any/Every Cloud Journey

Because your customers are on their own 
journey to the cloud, it is important for you 
to help them move at their pace and offer 
them choices that address an aggressive 
“cloud now” strategy or a slower, one-small-
step-at-a-time approach. As such, your 

cloud offerings should encompass basic 
cloud hosting, cloud managed services, ERP 
and CRM solutions, analytics, and office 
productivity. Under the Microsoft Cloud, these 
options can include but are not limited to:

 ● Microsoft Azure – Integrated cloud 
services that help build, deploy, and 
manage applications across its data 
centers. Azure helps turn ideas into 
products or solutions with more than 200 
preconfigured services, be it on-premises, 
cloud, and at the edge.

 ● Dynamics 365 – A set of intelligent 
business applications that help manage 
customer relationships, streamline 
processes, run businesses, and deliver 
greater results through predictive insights.

 ● Microsoft 365 – Brings together 
office applications, cloud services, 
device management, and security to 
enhance collaboration. Microsoft 365 
(formerly Office 365) helps businesses 
by streamlining IT costs and increasing 
productivity across the organization. 
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 ● Power Platform – Helps businesses 
manipulate, surface, automate, report, 
and analyze data coming from a wide 
variety of sources. Power Platform helps 
build solutions that add value to Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 deployments.

Remember the Microsoft cloud platform 
vision described at the beginning of this 
paper? Not all Indirect Providers have the 
ability, or expertise, to deliver the complete 
vision. And working with multiple providers, 
or multiple partners that offer services under 
a provider’s umbrella, to achieve that goal 
defeats the purpose of providing you a fast 
and easy way to add cloud products and 
services to your revenue stream. So, make 
sure to think twice and choose an Indirect 
Provider that offers a comprehensive solution 
set for any, and every, cloud journey.

A Strategic and Competitive 
Advantage with Competencies and IP
To keep your subscription revenue reliable, 
you need to retain your customers, which 
goes back to the idea of providing a range 
of solutions and services. The more varied 
they are, the more you can branch out to new 
industries and diversify your customer base, 
and/or expand your breadth of services to 
your existing customer base, which gives you 
a strategic and competitive advantage. 

It’s important to choose an Indirect Provider 
that has these advantages already built in. 
For example, what Microsoft competencies 
does the provider hold? Gold Competency 
represents the highest certification available 
and denotes a specialized skill. With the 
right Indirect Provider, you can add instant 
experience and expertise to your business. 

When it comes to advantages, there is no 
better way to win business and build revenue 

than to lead with intellectual property (IP). In 
an IDC survey, Microsoft partners expected 
average growth of 23% in resale revenue and 
27% in IP revenue over the next two years. 
Look for an Indirect Provider that has already 
developed IP for an area where you want to 
grow, as this will help differentiate you in the 
market, give you more flexibility in who you 
target, and help you scale your business faster. 
Do you want to be one of thousands who can 
provide a basic cloud ERP implementation? Or 
one of the few that can provide expertise and 
specialized functionality for a specific industry?

Expertise and Experience Aligned 
with the Microsoft Vision
Since there are many Microsoft CSP Indirect 
Providers to choose from, it is important to 
note that different providers take various 
approaches to their business. Some providers 
sell Microsoft as part of a broader cloud 
marketplace, requiring their partners to 
become a reseller of not just Microsoft, but 
a mix of vendors and third-party products. 
Others focus narrowly on a few solutions such 
as Office 365 (now Microsoft 365). If your 
goal is to become a Microsoft CSP Indirect 
Reseller, then it makes sense to partner with 
an Indirect Provider that is aligned with 
the Microsoft vision of One Cloud (Azure, 
Microsoft 365, Dynamics 365, and Power 
Platform). This alignment isn’t just about 
solutions and applications, though. It is 
about the Indirect Provider’s commitment to 
fulfilling the complete Microsoft vision; the 
relationship they have with Microsoft; and 
the depth and breadth of services available 
to help you realize the vision for yourself and 
your customers. It takes deep knowledge, 
expertise, and experience to deliver the entire 
ecosystem of products, services and people 
that will help you be successful and boost 
your CSP revenue.
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Introducing 
Stratos Cloud Alliance
Stratos Cloud Alliance (SCA) is the Microsoft CSP 
Indirect Provider that gives you unparalleled access to 
the Microsoft Cloud and technologies; has programs 
that build and drive recurring revenue; and provides 
differentiation for your portfolio of solutions and 
services.

 ● SCA is the only Microsoft Cloud Distributor 
specializing in Dynamics 365. With over 30 years 
of experience with Microsoft Dynamics, SCA has 
successfully implemented over 10,000 Dynamics 
projects. SCA understands what it takes to build 
your partner practice. 

 ● Dedicated SCA Partner Development Managers 
(PDM) will continually review your business needs 
and make recommendations to facilitate your 
business growth at a pace that is right for you. As 
your team increases their business applications skill 
and expertise, your PDM can help guide you to 
deliver the best solutions to your customers. 

 ● The SCA Partner Services Catalog is robust and 
designed to support your growth. The depth of 
partner service offerings lets you begin selling right 
away, no experience necessary. Whether you are just 
starting out, or increasing your practice offerings, 
with the knowledgeable SCA team at your disposal 
you don’t have to worry about ramping up first.  
SCA has the know-how and experience to get  
you started.

 ● The Stratos Hub marketplace resources include 
solution specific training, managed services, ISV 
recommendations, licensing, pricing information, 
and so much more. SCA truly makes it easy for 
partners to grow their business. 
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 ● No other Indirect Provider is a Microsoft certified ISV Development Center. SCA offers 
partners and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) experienced third-party technical 
enablement, business process development and management consulting services to help you 
Build, Go To Market, Sell, and Service so you can keep up with customer demand and improve 
customer satisfaction.

 ● SCA continues to maintain numerous Microsoft Gold-level Competencies
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 ● SCA has different options for you to choose from when it comes to our Indirect partner 
program. SCA works with you to refine your business strategy to increase your revenue 
streams immediately, offering a style of partnership that best fits your needs and lowers 
your risk: 

Referral
SCA’s Referral Partner program is perfect for partners with limited internal resources or who 
want to offer their customers cloud services as a value-add to their core business. Referral 
Partners simply bring their customers to Stratos and let us take care of the onboarding, billing, 
administration, and support while enjoying a recurring commission for the life of the account.

Build
This is a true distributor model for partners who want to invest in a practice based on 
Microsoft business solutions as a core business focus. As a Growth Partner, you directly 
manage the entire customer lifecycle including pricing, billing, and first tier customer support. 

Accelerate
As your technology advisor, SCA fosters your growing cloud presence so you can help your 
customers take advantage of the growing cloud applications and managed services available. 
As Microsoft continues to intertwine its technology stack in the cloud you can deliver these 
newer technologies without any experience. SCA provides the know how so you don’t have to.

With SCA, you don’t have to go it alone. We have what you need to build a profitable cloud 
solutions business; to grow recurring revenue streams; and to provide your customers a 
comprehensive portfolio of solutions, tools, and services. And most importantly, with SCA as your 
CSP Indirect Provider, your success equals our success. 
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Think Once. Think Twice. Your Checklist for Choosing 
a Microsoft Indirect CSP Provider
Use this checklist to evaluate which Indirect CSP Provider is the best fit for your business. 

 � Delivers comprehensive Microsoft Cloud Solution offerings including Dynamics 365, 
Microsoft 365, and Azure

 � Has specialized Dynamics 365 experience to support you in quickly building a lucrative 
D365 practice and increase MRR immediately

 � Offers an attractive margin structure 

 � Has a fully integrated partner portal with Microsoft pricing, license provisioning and 
payment processing

 � Provides a robust Partner Services Catalog across the entire Microsoft Cloud solution 
offerings including sales, implementation, and training resources, and support services

 � Experienced in Power Platform implementation, training, and support services for both 
partners and your customers

 � Offers Managed IT and Infrastructure services

 � Incorporates a wide array of ISV applications with exclusive promotions and services 
including the largest selection of Dynamics 365 add-on solutions

 � Integrates a streamlined Microsoft CSP and Marketplace onboarding process – quickly

 � Provides a dedicated partner development manager to advise, manage and deliver the 
right solutions for your business

 � Delivers Monthly Microsoft updates via monthly partner webinar and weekly partner 
communications to keep you in the know

 � Embraces best-in-class e-commerce capabilities including co-branding and a private 
white-label option

 � Includes lead generation marketing programs to increase growth 

 � Offers sales enablement including opportunity and deal support

 � Holds certification as a Microsoft Certified ISV Development Center

 � Maintains numerous Microsoft Gold Competencies



www.dynamics365partner.com

STRATOS CLOUD ALLIANCE

Ready to learn more about how to grow your revenue with Stratos Cloud Alliance?

CONTACT OUR SCA TEAM TODAY!
866.644.7066 info@dynamics365partner.com

Boost Your Revenue with Microsoft Dynamics 365
Partner with Stratos Cloud Alliance and Increase Revenue powered by:

Services & Support
30+ Years’ Business

Applications Experience

Development Expertise
Certified Microsoft Development Center

Deep Solution Expertise
UpNOW Partner Enablement

Workshops & Robust
Partner Services Catalog

Accelerate Growth
Dedicated Partner Account Management

Accelerate Sales
Higher Margins

Go To Market 
Premium Marketplace Options

Stratos Cloud Alliance (SCA) is a Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider that supports Indirect CSP 
Resellers’ Microsoft Cloud initiatives, uniquely offering deep specialization in Dynamics 365 
business solutions.  SCA provides a level of experience and insight that is unparalleled in the 
Microsoft CSP ecosystem. 

With over 30 years’ experience implementing business management solutions, SCA offers 
partners a comprehensive portfolio of Microsoft Cloud Business and Productivity Solutions, 
ISV Products and Tools, Customer Services and flexible Partner Programs supporting 
transformation at the pace and investment level that is right for you.

Boost your revenue now! Partner with Stratos Cloud Alliance and get started today.


